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Abstract

The abundance of digital media information coming from different
sources, completely redefines approaches to media content production
management and distribution for all contexts (i.e. technical, business and
operational). Such content includes descriptive information (i.e. metadata)
about an asset (e.g. a movie, song or game), as well as playable media
(e.g. audio or video files). Metadata is organised following a variety of
inconsistent structures and formats that are supplied by various content
providers. Some challenges have been addressed in terms of standardising
and enriching media assets metadata from a semantic perspective. Well
known examples include Europeana and DBpedia. Nevertheless, due to
the ongoing variability and evolution of digital contents, constant support
and creation of new semantic representations are necessary. This article
presents an ontology schema covering the requirements of users (content
providers and content consumers) involved in the overall life cycle of a dig-
ital media asset, which has been designed and developed for a real scenario.
The construction of this schema has been documented and evaluated fol-
lowing a methodology supported by quantitative and qualitative metrics.
As part of the tangible results, the following outcomes were produced: (i)
an RDF/XML schema available via Zenodo and GitHub; (ii) competence
questions used for validation are published at GitHub; (iii) an exemplary
ontology repository; and (iv) CRUD (Create, Read, Update and Delete)
technologies for managing semantic repositories based on such schema.
These results form an active part of the framework of a European project
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and other ongoing research initiatives.
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semantic representation, ontology, digital media asset, entertainment
industry

1. Introduction

Nowadays one of the challenges dealt by the new generation of tech-
nologies is managing the large quantity of existing information coming
from digital media in different sources. This challenge requires a com-
plete redefining of current approaches to manage multimedia content in all
contexts: technical; commercial; and operational. These contents include
descriptive information (i.e. metadata) about an asset (e.g. a movie, song
or game), as well as playable media (e.g. an audio or video file). Addi-
tionally, descriptive metadata are used to describe and represent content by
means of a variety of inconsistent structures and formats that are supplied
by different content providers. Currently, inconsistent data constitutes a
bottleneck in the supply chain that can cause losses in sales [1].

Digital media content is usually represented by a broad range of spec-
ifications and vocabularies.1 Such representations are mostly centred on
industry actors (e.g. content providers and information brokers) and bibli-
ographic data services, but not on viewers that consume media content any-
time and anywhere, exclusively or in parallel with other activities. In this
sense, the development of semantic-oriented standards, such as Europeana2

and Dublin Core,3 is becoming more frequent. This type of representation
(i.e. semantic ontologies) allows the semantics to be captured behind a do-
main and provides intuitive metadata for representing and storing media
content.

There is a variable sample of representation models that can support
the research community. Most of them can be found in the Linking Open
Data (LOD) Project index.4 However, there is a lack of initiatives focused
on covering the requirements of users involved in the overall life cycle of
a digital media asset to include content providers as well as proactive and

1https://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/mmsem/XGR-vocabularies/.
2http://www.europeana.eu/.
3http://dublincore.org/.
4http://linkeddata.org/.
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interactive viewers. This deficit may result in the exclusion of important
data that could benefit both content providers and viewers.

This paper deals with the above-mentioned deficit by presenting the
Digital Media Asset (DMA) ontology schema, which has been developed
as part of the EU-funded project “Socialising Around Media” (SAM)56 (FP7-
611312). Specifically, this work focuses on the design and development of
the DMA ontology schema, representing digital media assets and capturing
the requirements for industry and audience actors.

The goal of the SAM project is to build an advanced digital media
delivery platform, combining second screen technologies7 and content syn-
dication in the domain of Social TV, where television and social media are
united to promote communication and social interaction related to a broad-
casted program content. The SAM ecosystem aims to collect a variety of
characteristics around the entertainment scenario, which have also served
as the basis for other related research projects.

The DMA ontology is directly involved in the fulfilment of different user
requirements of the SAM project. The overall requirements of SAM that are
supported by the use of the DMA ontology include: (i) offering additional,
related, contextually relevant and personalised content to content providers
for on-demand videos; (ii) assisting editors in the production and delivery
of a wide range of second screen content experiences related to selected
on-demand video and television programming. Additional content from
the same broadcaster or third-party second screen content can be quickly
referred to; and (iii) exposing and characterising (e.g. linking entities) from
different sources in a unified asset description and data format, so that the
asset can be found, used, linked and reused. These and other requirements
are described in more detail in Section 4.2.

The main contributions made in this work are: (i) factorisation of terms
and relationships (Section 4.2 and 4.3); (ii) reusability of shared ontology
schemas (Section 4.3); (iii) formalisation and implementation of the DMA
ontology schema (Section 4.4); (iv) detailed evaluation by considering dif-
ferent ontology metrics (Section 4.5); (v) testing and simulation of a real sce-
nario (Section 4.5); (vi) accessibility to a permanent public documentation8;

5https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/110682_en.html, last access March 2019.
6http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/, last access March 2019.
7Second screen refers to a complementary electronic device, such as a smartphone, which

allows the user to retrieve additional data about the content they are watching on the
so-called first screen, usually a TV set.

8https://w3id.org/media/dma/doc, last access March 2019.
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(vii) permanent access to the ontology schema 9 10; (viii) permanent access
to an example scenario with instances described in this work11; and (ix)
an API service for managing semantic repositories using Eclipse RDF4J12

(Section 5).
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 outlines the

motivation for this research; Section 3 describes related works that serve as
a guide and basis for the development of the ontology schema; Section 4
details the whole development process, as well as its evaluation, based on
a published and freely accessible case study; Section 5 describes CRUD API
services for managing semantic repositories based on the ontology schema
proposed; Section 6 presents the market opportunities and comments on the
previous case study; and finally, Section 7 concludes and proposes future
work.

2. Motivation

Enormous amounts of data is processed every day and most of it is
described in an appropriate format for their owners and consumers. In
an effort to standardise the data interchange, XML, RDF/OWL, JSON-LD
and other semantic descriptions have played a key role in the big task of
providing not only information but also semantic content.

In order to create a reliable representation of the data in a specific do-
main, it is necessary to involve real data stakeholders in the standardisation
process, which in the case of this work are Media Content Providers (MCP),
i.e., providers of metadata for books, videos, DVD, games, etc. This type
of actor would be interested in publishing their content assets on a mar-
ketplace platform, feeding data through a semantic driven transformation
whereby no information is missed. These digital media assets, which have
metadata and are semantically enriched, could be bought or used freely
(depending on the business model) by other media providers to enhance
their own assets. Platforms with this technology would facilitate media
content providers to not only take advantage of their own content offers,
but also to develop and share content by means of collaborative-based me-
dia enrichment mechanisms. This would be done by providing capabilities

9https://w3id.org/media/dma, last access March 2019.
10DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.2575666
11https://w3id.org/media/dma/JamesBond_CaseStudy, last access March 2019
12http://rdf4j.org/.
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such as content processing, distribution through multi-format devices and
channels, metadata extraction, secure storage, and efficient access/retrieval.

The potential users from the MCP, identified for this kind of ontology
schema, are editing staff, media data analysts and sellers. The former would
be interested in making use of this schema to populate it with new media
metadata. These media metadata could be enriched by considering new
semantic features and links to data from other MCP.

For instance, a MCP could use the DMA ontology schema to define
information about the Danish actor Mads Mikkelsen, including data relating
to awards received, social networks accounts, and representative keywords
to facilitate the retrieval of this asset. Then, an editor could create an instance
about the film Casino Royale and link it to the Mads Mikkelsen entry and other
relevant sources of information, such as the Wikipedia entry to Copenhagen
(his birthplace), different media covering the film (e.g. screenshots and
trailers), and a DMA instance of the Ian Fleming’s novel that inspired the
film. In this way, the use of the DMA ontology facilitates the linkage with
third-party data, creating richer contents by establishing semantic relations
between the linked assets.

Regarding data analysts and sellers, they would be able to exploit
the whole ontology for extracting innumerable combinations of seman-
tic queries in order to generate reports based on concurrent evidences. At
this stage, it would be possible to explore a large number of media assets
imported and merged into existing semantic instances. To this end, a dis-
covery process could be set up in which non-trivial semantic relationships
would be revealed and, therefore, new enhanced data could be used for
e-commerce. For instance, ternary relationships to discover connections
between writers, whose work serves as inspiration of films, and the actors
involved in those films.

Continuing with the previous example, a query of this type could re-
trieve actors that have participated in films based on novels written by
Ian Fleming. An elaborated use case of the DMA ontology is presented in
Section 6.1.

3. Related Work

There is a variety of well-known ontologies and semantic vocabularies
with different goals that describe multimedia assets in a generic manner.
The following paragraphs describe the most relevant initiatives for the
SAM project. Readers interested in a thorough overview of multimedia
ontologies can consult the work of Suarez-Figueroa [2].
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ABC [3] is one of the first core ontologies dealing with the integration
of multiple types of multimedia content (text, image, video, audio and
web pages) for digital libraries, museums and the Internet. ABC is able to
describe temporal entities (i.e. performances that happen to an object) and
fundamental entities such as people, organisations and instruments.

Another relevant initiative is Simple Knowledge Organization System
(SKOS) [4], which provides a common model for sharing and linking knowl-
edge organisation systems, such as taxonomies or thesaurus, which share a
similar structure for similar applications.

The Core Ontology for MultiMedia (COMM) [5] is proposed to repre-
sent semantically compound documents and their sub-parts (e.g. faces or
objects detected in an image). COMM uses DOLCE [6] as its underlying
foundational ontology.13

The Open Archives Initiative Object Reuse and Exchange (OAI-ORE)
[7] defines a set of standards for the description and aggregation of web
resources to optimally combine distributed resources from multiple media
types.

Schema.org [8] is a collection of shared vocabularies that webmasters
can use to mark-up HTML (HyperText Markup Language) pages to be
understood by search engines.

Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI) Metadata Terms [9] is an RDF
vocabulary designed to represent core features for resource descriptions
(e.g. videos and images).

Multimedia Metadata Ontology (M3O) [10] was proposed to describe
parts of documents in SMIL14, SVG15 or Flash16 formats. More specifically,
M3O aims at annotating rich, structured multimedia presentations that
comprise diverse genres of content, such as images or text.

The Europeana Data Model (EDM) [11] is an integration medium for col-
lecting, connecting and enriching the descriptions from content providers.
By organising cultural heritage assets digitalised throughout Europe, the
EDM not only introduces new metadata, but also consolidates vocabularies
such as ABC, DOLCE, DCMI, SKOS and OAI-ORE. Besides that, EDM can
be extended with new elements to fulfil requirements from different but
related scenarios.

13http://www.loa.istc.cnr.it/old/DOLCE.html
14https://www.w3.org/TR/2008/REC-SMIL3-20081201
15https://www.w3.org/Graphics/SVG
16https://www.adobe.com/devnet/f4v.html
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In the LOD cloud there are also relevant initiatives for representing
assets in the media domain.17 Specifically, the BBC has developed three on-
tologies relevant for the SAM scenario: (i) BBC Ontology18 describes prod-
ucts, web documents and platforms for which the BBC produces content;
(ii) Programmes Ontology19 aims to cover television content (i.e. brands,
series and episodes), as well as the medium (i.e. channel, broadcaster and
service), broadcast events and temporal annotations such as subtitles; and
(iii) Music Ontology20 provides main concepts and properties for describing
music (i.e. artists, albums and tracks).

Other initiatives found from data-sets within the media LOD cloud,
developed by other institutions, are: (i) Between Our Worlds ontology,21

an initiative concerned with general metadata information about anime,
including anime itself and its characters; (ii) LODE ontology,22 provides a
framework to describe historical events and their properties (e.g. the place
where an event happened); (iii) Ontology for Media Resources,23 developed
by WC3, defines a core vocabulary (i.e. a set of annotation properties)
for describing multimedia content available on the Web and mappings
with existing vocabularies such as DCMI; and (iv) DBpedia Ontology,24 a
shallow, cross-domain ontology that has been manually created based on
the info-boxes within Wikipedia, such as film or book.

To date, these ontologies and schemas have focused on modelling
knowledge from digital objects in terms of a wide range of metadata, but
establishing few relations among their instances. The SAM project has sev-
eral innovations that cannot be realised by exploiting these ontologies “off
the shelf”. The DMA ontology schema presented in this work is inspired in
EDM, the ontology that consolidates more multimedia vocabularies. Hence,
the DMA reuses, where possible, concepts and properties from EDM (which
includes DCMI Metadata Terms and Schema.org) and DBpedia, but creates
new ones to address specific requirements for media content annotation,
linking and syndication.

Initiatives such as OAI-ORE combine objects to build aggregated re-

17https://lod-cloud.net/clouds/media-lod.svg.
18https://www.bbc.co.uk/ontologies/bbc
19https://www.bbc.co.uk/ontologies/po
20http://purl.org/ontology/mo/
21https://betweenourworlds.org/ontology/
22http://linkedevents.org/ontology/
23https://www.w3.org/TR/mediaont-10/
24http://mappings.dbpedia.org/server/ontology/classes/
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sources like video and its metadata. The DMA schema extends this func-
tionality by also allowing aggregated assets to be linked at a specific mo-
ment, which cannot be specified with the OAI-ORE model. Similarly,
LODE ontology permits a descriptive account of when an event happened,
whereas Programmes Ontology provides temporal annotations for subti-
tles; however, neither handles the second screen phenomena, since the
assets that can be aggregated in DMA are products or agents that have to
appear at a given time on a second screen.

A media asset representation has to consider not only how to represent
knowledge (model), but also what format is necessary to store such infor-
mation (representation). The latter refers to serialisation formats that allow
the conversion of complex objects into sequences of bits. Many serialisation
formats have been defined with the purpose of representing media data.
For instance, JSON-LD [12] is a JSON-based format to serialise Linked Data
information in a lightweight manner. Turtle (Terse RDF triple Language)
[13] is a format that allows an RDF graph to be completely written in a com-
pact and natural text form with abbreviations for common usage patterns
and data types. OWL Manchester syntax [14] is a user-friendly compact
and frame-based syntax for OWL ontologies. RDA (Resources Description
and Access) [15] is a standard for resource description and access designed
for the digital world that covers all types of content and media. RDF/XML
[16] syntax describes how to encode RDF graphs in XML for data inter-
change on the web. RDFa (Resource Description Framework in Attributes)
[17] provides a set of attribute-level extensions that can be used to embed
metadata in HTML, XHTML and various XML-based document types. Sim-
ilarly, Microformats [18] adds semantic mark-ups embedded and encoded
within XHTML and HTML attributes. After exploring the above mentioned
representation formats, JSON-LD was selected as the most appropriate one
to store and manipulate assets within all SAM platform components. The
rationale for this decision is explained in Section 4.4.

To sum up, the aim of the DMA ontology schema is to provide the
required flexibility to describe effectively the various digital media entities
and maintain compatibility with existing standards. This does not only
refer to the possibility of integrating popular specifications in the DMA
description, but also to mapping or linking assets if and when required
(e.g. at a specific point in a video timeline).
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4. Ontology Development

There are different methodologies available for building ontologies. For
instance, BSDM [19] provides the guidelines developed by IBM for mod-
elling companies as a preliminary step to developing Information Tech-
nology systems. The method proposed by [20] is one of the most com-
prehensive methodologies available for building ontologies. This method
is described with an special emphasis in the capture phase, describing
among others a procedure to identify the terms, produce definitions and
handle ambiguous terms. KADS [21] proposes a structured way of devel-
oping knowledge-based expert systems. IDEF5 [22] is a software engineer-
ing method to develop and maintain usable, accurate, domain ontologies.
Tom Gruber’s principles for ontology design [23] provides an engineering
perspective on the ontology development. To-Knowledge [24] proposes
building ontologies by taking into account both knowledge process (i.e.
handling knowledge items) and knowledge meta-process (i.e. introducing
and maintaining knowledge management systems) capture. DILIGENT
[25] provides a methodology for collaborative and distributed ontology en-
gineering. Ontology Design Patterns, also known as pattern-oriented, is a
modelling approach in which reusable templates (patterns) are defined to
encode knowledge. This methodology is commonly used to design ontolo-
gies in the media domain. For example, [10] defined patterns to convert
MPEG-725 standard to an ontology that is used to generate multimedia pre-
sentations. More recently, an scenario-oriented methodology called NeOn
has been proposed [26]. This approach suggests a variety of pathways for
developing ontologies and ontology networks. NeOn has been successfully
applied in the multimedia domain [27].

In this work, METHONTOLOGY [28] has been chosen from the exist-
ing literature as the most suitable for developing task-oriented ontologies,
and one of the most comprehensive ontology engineering methodologies.
METHONTOLOGY enables the construction of ontologies from the knowl-
edge level (i.e. the conceptual level) to the implementation level, and
proposes a development life cycle, techniques, outcomes, and evaluation
principles for implementing ontologies.

The development life cycle of the DMA ontology schema was carried

25https://mpeg.chiariglione.org/standards/mpeg-7
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out with Protégé,26 Protégé visual plugins (OWL Viz,27 Ontograf,28 and
VOWL29 among others) and query language tools (e.g. SPARQL and DL
Query) [29]. A solid foundation for this research was provided by reworking
and restudying media content scenarios. Major efforts were focused on
reusing existing ontology terms that could provide standard and stable
descriptions to media entertainment ecosystems.

In the next sections, a detailed description of the main stages carried out
for the ontology development life cycle is explained: plan; specification;
conceptualisation; reuse and integration; formalisation and implementa-
tion; and evaluation and control.

4.1. Plan
All the tasks involved in the planning process are properly documented

in the SAM project reports and in scientific papers [30][31]. The planning
included two iterations following the steps described in sections 4.2 to 4.5.
At the end of the first iteration, which took ten months, a first draft was
obtained and used by the SAM project partners to test their components.
After that, the goal was to collect during the next five months their feedback,
running a second and final iteration.

Three main tasks were carried out during the planning phase: (i) the
study of the state-of-the-art in semantic representation; (ii) the analysis of
the requirements from user stories and scenarios; and (iii) the examination
of component dependencies for describing the DMA ontology schema. To
illustrate the context in which this schema was conceived, Figure 1 presents
the SAM’s infrastructure and components that inspired its design and de-
velopment. The components directly interacting with the DMA schema,
coloured in grey in the aforementioned figure, are as follows: Content Gate-
ways; Semantic Services; Linker; Marketplace; Brand and Consumer Protection;
and Syndicator.

Fully understanding the context in which the DMA ontology schema
has been conceived requires an awareness of the SAM project goals, which
were mentioned in the introduction section.

26http://protege.stanford.edu/.
27http://protegewiki.stanford.edu/wiki/OWLViz.
28http://protegewiki.stanford.edu/wiki/OntoGraf.
29http://protegewiki.stanford.edu/wiki/VOWL.
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Figure 1: SAM framework for exploiting semantic assets

4.2. Specification
This phase consisted of constructing an ontology schema specification

document written in natural language, using a set of intermediate repre-
sentations or using competency questions.

Taking into consideration the SAM scenario, the following elements
have been specified: (i) a set of 28 competency questions obtained from
end users’ commercial metadata (see Section 5); and (ii) a list of 167 user
requirements collected by 19 members of the team. In this respect, Table 1
presents a description of the partners of the SAM project involved in the
specification of the system requirements. Table 2 shows five examples from
the list of user requirements gathered.

4.3. Knowledge Acquisition, Conceptualisation, Reuse and Integration
This phase involved data cross-checking performed through 13 inter-

views that included users, stakeholders and the team in charge of the SAM
components. Three brainstorming sessions involving the project team also
took place. Seven major iterations (involving a change in the version num-
ber of the DMA schema) were required to refine the terms extracted and
for structuring the domain knowledge in a conceptual model. Each ma-
jor iteration involved an average of nine minor iterations (involving small
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Table 1: Partners of the SAM project involved in the specification of the user requirements

Company/University Expertise Role Individuals
TIE Nederland B.V. (The
Netherlands)

Software development Technology
provider

2

Ascora GmbH (Germany) Software development Technology
provider

2

Talkamatic AB (Sweden) Voice recognition and inter-
active systems

Technology
provider

3

TP Vision Belgium NV (Bel-
gium)

First and second screen ap-
plications

Technology
provider

1

National Technical Univer-
sity of Athens (Greece)

Distributed systems and ser-
vice oriented architectures

Research 3

University of Reading (UK) Intelligent systems and ma-
chine learning techniques

Research 1

University of Alicante
(Spain)

Information systems and on-
tology development

Research 3

Deutsche Welle (Germany) Broadcasting technologies Content
provider

2

Bibliographic Data Services
Limited (UK)

Content management and
metadata creation

Content
provider

2

changes that added to consolidate a new version of the schema). This
process implied determining concepts, attributes, relationships and restric-
tions. Finally, from the three latest major iterations, vocabularies from other
ontologies (e.g. schema.org) were reused and integrated. This process was
performed by identifying terms that were semantically coherent with the
terms identified in the conceptualisation. In each major iteration, a version
file was created until the final version 1.0 was attained. During the devel-
opment process, the average agreement among team members was around
95%. Terms, relations and concepts not agreed on (i.e. around a 5%), were
not included in the final version.

Once refined, the terms extracted formed a glossary of terms. Subse-
quently, a conceptual map30 was designed, which served as a guideline for
identifying key aspects that directly affected the ontology schema specifi-
cation.

Based on the SAM scenario, the conceptualisation presented in Figure
2 was designed. This figure represents different semantic relationships
inherited at three levels in the DMA ontology schema. First, the main
class Asset provides basic relations to state the ownership (also the creator

30http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/index.php/Reference_Model, last ac-
cess March 2019
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Table 2: Examples from the set of 167 user requirements collected. Possible values of Priority
column are mandatory (M), desirable (D), optional (O) and exceptional (E)

Priority User stories Primary
type of
interaction

Secondary
type of
interaction

Primary tar-
get group

D As a TV user, I can explore con-
tent through semantic descrip-
tions that make sense, so that I
can actively search for interest-
ing content.

Search and
discovery

Data linking End users

M As an end user I get content
through the SAM platform that
has filtered out any links to il-
legal sites (e.g. pirate copies of
films, music, games).

Rights
manage-
ment and
protection

Control End users

D As a TV user, I can receive con-
tent that has been automatically
found for me on the web, social
media and media markets.

Search and
discovery

End users

D As an end user I know I am
receiving information about the
correct person or asset-based on
unique identifiers.

Search and
discovery

Rights
manage-
ment and
protection

End users

M As an experience provider, I
have access to efficient and ef-
fective context-sensitive linking:
only related content is linked
(e.g. Film “Casino” is not linked
to ads on casinos but only to rel-
evant material).

Content
syndication

Data linking Content
providers

13



and publisher), generic relations with other assets, and external sources
like DBpedia. The second level presents Organisation, Person and Product,
ensuring contribution and authorship relationships between them. Finally,
a third level specifies the relationship between specific products, such as
albums, films, games and music recordings.

Figure 2: Main relationships in the DMA ontology schema

Once these basic relationships among the different asset concepts de-
fined were considered, the next step consisted of determining the specific
properties that characterise them. A brainstorming was performed to col-
lect all potentially relevant terms, and sample data from a content provider
partner was also examined to identify the key concepts and relationships in
the SAM domain. At this stage, the terms represented concepts of the ontol-
ogy schema. A grouping operation by using part-of terms’ organisation was
performed to initially categorise the terms for inclusion, exclusion or bor-
derline. This resulted in a list of terms related to each media entity managed
in the SAM project, revealing potential class attributes or relationships.

After this initial grouping, common terms were detected (e.g. name and
title attributes occur in different entities). At the same time, unambigu-
ous text definitions for such concepts and relationships were accurately
identified from the SAM scenario. This strategy avoided misunderstand-
ing among concept names and relationships, providing a higher level of
abstraction. These generic concepts were divided into the three main cate-
gories shown in Figure 3, which were considered the starting point to place
the remaining concepts. These concepts capture the knowledge about three
main issues that are explicitly stated in the SAM scenario: (i) model the dif-
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ferent asset classes; (ii) define nomenclatures such as language, country and
others;and finally, (iii) model the extension concepts that represent the infor-
mation needed by SAM components for capturing operational behaviour.
In summary, the DMA ontology schema describes the media content by
using three main classes: Asset; Nomenclature; and Extension.

Figure 3: Root concepts

Asset represents major concepts in this work, such as Organisation, Person
and Products (Book, Movie, Video Game, Music Album and Music Recording).
Figure 4 illustrates the semantic relationship between the digital media
assets, which are inherited at three levels.

Figure 4: Asset classes

The second class, Nomenclature (see Figure 5), represents the closed
sets of values that can be assigned to different parameters defined in the
ontology schema, such as Profession (e.g. director or writer) or Language (e.g.
en, fr, de, it or es).

The third class, Extension (see Figure 6), involves all the specific ex-
tensions needed to set particular edition features required by assets into a
multimedia platform:

• Voice Control Extension represents a specific lexicon or grammar used
in the platform for speech recognition tasks. In this way, the platform

15



Figure 5: Nomenclature classes

recognises spoken words associated to an asset returning a response
related to it.

• Semantic Extension represents semantic relationships between assets
without considering a specific type of relationship, like owner, con-
tributor, author or track. Another relationship that can be established
involves assets and DBpedia entries. Figure 13 shows an example.

• Generic Extension stores key-value pairs of elements that represent
information that is not covered by other concepts in the ontology
schema.

• Social Media Extension represents information about social media sources
related to an asset. For example, the official Facebook page of Casino
Royale could be included as part of the asset information related to
this film.

• Postal Address Extension (reused from Schema.org31 by assigning an

31https://schema.org/PostalAddress.
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alternative label) includes information about the postal address asso-
ciated to an asset.

• Syndication Extension includes the information required to syndicate
an asset and deploy it in a second screen environment.

• Linking Extension represents timelines associated to a specific asset for
the purpose of visualisation on screen. Such is the case of subtitles in
films, which are shown at a specific point and for a fixed time span.

• Owner Extension provides generic information about the owner of the
asset, including fields for representing data by using key-value pairs.
This representation allows setting any data not yet defined in the
ontology.

Figure 6: Extensions classes

After defining these three root concepts, the process continued identi-
fying terms to refine such concepts and relationships, producing and com-
pleting all the definitions in the SAM scenario. In this step, hypernym
relationships (is-a) were generated by analysing the connection between
terms and hierarchy levels. Different types of part-of relationships were
generated (i.e. object properties and data properties) as described in Figure
7. These relationships were semantically organised in a hierarchy for a
better understanding. Additional decisions were made in this stage, since
different terms seemed to correspond with the same concept definition (e.g.
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title and name). In these cases, one of them was chosen as representative of
these conflicting terms, as suggested in [28]. For instance, in the previous
example title was chosen instead of name.

Asset Classes Properties
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rdf:id schema:duration schema:awards

rdf:type dbo:price* dma:creationDate*

schema:url* dma:owner* dma:identifier

schema:image schema:contentRating*{schema:requiredMinAge*} dma:lastUpdated*

dc:language schema:ratingValue* dma:screenshoots

schema:addressCountry* schema:title* schema:alternateName

dma:sourceValue* schema:status* dbp:copyright

dma:syndicationExtension

[dma:theme*, dma:widget*]

dma:socialMediaExtension[dc:description*, 

dma:identifier, schema:image, schema:url*, 
dma:sourceType*]

dma:voiceControlExtension{ 

dma:grammar}

dc:description*

dma:linkingExtension[dma:targetTitle*, 

dma:targetType*, dma:linkStart*, dma:linkEnd*, 

schema:validUntil*, dma:sourceElement*, 
dma:targetElement *, dma:targetId*, dma:owner*, 

dma:theme*, dma:widget*] 

dma:semanticExtension { 

dma:relatedAsset, 
schema:keyword, 

dma:relatedDbpedia }

schema:genre

schema:sameAs

dc:creator*
dma:genericExtension[key*,value*]

schema:license*

schema:validFrom*
dma:ownerExtension[key*, value*]

schema:validUntil*

dbo:basedOn schema:publisher* dma:referenceNumber

dma:barcode* dma:exVatPrice* dma:vatPrice*

dbp:adaptation schema:author schema:typicalAgeRange*

dma:catalogueNumber* dma:pubCountry* dcTerms:issued*

dma:edition*
schema:contributor[dbo:role+ { 

owl:annotatedSource+ , owl:annotatedTarget+}]
schema:encodingFormat*

schema:author

schema:address* { schema:addressLocality*, 
schema:email, schema:faxNumber , 

schema:postalCode* , schema:streetAddress *, 

schema:telephone, schema:addressCountry }

dbo:notes

schema:isbn* schema:numberOfPages*

dma:lc schema:reviewBody

dma:bic purl:series

schema:commentText dma:seriesPart*

dma:deway schema:text*

G dma:accessories schema:gamePlatform dma:numPlayers*

M

dma:digitalIdentifier* dma:ediNumber* purl:series

schema:duration* schema:numberOfItems* schema:subtitleLanguage

schema:track schema:trailer purl:series

MA
schema:duration dbo:notes schema:track

schema:numberOfItems* schema:numTracks* dma:bic

R
schema:position* dma:recording$ schema:duration

dma:trackISRC*

(PC) schema:Person / 

dma:Character 

schema:affiliation schema:deathPlace* schema:nationality

schema:birthPlace* schema:familyName* dbo:notes

rdvocab:dateOfBirth* rdvocab:gender* rdvocab:professionOrOccupation

rdvocab:dateOfDeath* schema:givenName*

Figure 7: Term and class distribution. In bold those considered as object properties; *
represents functional properties with cardinality 1x1; $ represents symmetric relationships;
and + represents annotations inside relationships. The context abbreviation “dma” refers
to the proposed schema (https://w3id.org/media/dma#).

Note that in Figure 7 each term includes a prefix, in accordance with the
namespaces listed in Table 3. This namespace allows identifying the original
source from which a term is created or reused. A complete description of
each term is available in the published ontology schema and documentation
web page referred at the beginning of Section 4.

After several revisions analysing and discussing the previous issues and
the two aforementioned iterations, the schema of the DMA ontology was
obtained. This schema comprises a list of terms that were reorganised as
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Table 3: Reused external sources in the DMA ontology schema

External
Sources

Abbreviation Namespace

ONTOLegolang ONTOLegolang UAgehttps://w3id.org/nlp/ONTOLegolang UAge#
Schema.org schema https://schema.org/
RDA Registry rdvocab http://rdvocab.info/ElementsGr2/
OWL Schema owl http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#
SWRL swrlb http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#
Protégé protege http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/protege#
XML Schema xsd http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#
Europeana edm http://www.europeana.eu/schemas/edm#
RDF Syntax rdf http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#
DBpedia dbp http://dbpedia.org/property/
DBpedia dbo http://dbpedia.org/ontology/
Dublin Core dc http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/
Dublin Core dcTerms http://purl.org/dc/terms/
RDF Schema rdfs http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema/

concepts, relationships and attributes.
One of the goals of the DMA schema is to integrate and reuse external

ontology sources. For this reason, during the capturing and coding process,
questions arose about when and how to reuse already existing ontology
schemas. The DMA ontology schema was developed according to the
semantic information defined in Europeana, which in turn is mostly based
on DCMI. The rest of the reused terms were borrowed from Schema.org and
DBpedia. This reusability (see Figure 7) allows representing metadata and
linked data of different simple and generic resource descriptions. Most of
the metadata was aligned to external sources of the semantic web to achieve
the Level 3 of interoperability32 that these shared sources propose [32] (see
Table 3).

As shown in Figure 7, a wide variety of relationships were considered for
connecting instances. They range from the most semantically descriptive
such as language, addressCountry, genre, sameAs or creator, to the more generic,
like relatedAsset and relatedDBpedia.

A special case occurs when assigning roles for representing a contri-
bution relationship between an Asset and a Person or Organisation. For
example, as shown in Figure 8, “Daniel Craig is a contributor to Casino
Royale” and not “Casino Royale is a contributor to Daniel Craig”.

32Semantic Interoperability means “a common information exchange reference model is
used, allowing the meaning of the data to be shared”.
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Figure 8: Contributor annotation solution

Hence, two annotations were considered to ensure the proper orienta-
tion of the contributor’s role (dbp:role): owl:annotatedSource, which deter-
mines the subject of an annotated axiom, and owl:annotatedTarget, which
determines the object of an annotated axiom. As a result, the example can
be modelled as shown below.

Listing 1: Example of a the contributor relationship in JSON-LD format. JSON attributes
are highlighted in bold

schema:contributor{

dbp:role = "ACTOR"

owl:annotatedTarget = "Daniel_Craig"

owl:annotatedSource= "Casino_Royale"}

4.4. Formalisation and Implementation
The goal of this phase is two-fold. On the one hand, the ontology

schema (model) needs to be defined using a formal language that supports
the ontology representations selected at the previous integration phase.
Therefore, an explicit and formal representation of the conceptualisation
model was defined (see Figure 9). Supported by Protégé Desktop 5.0, every
concept was transformed into an ontology Class, every relationship into an
Object Property, and every attribute into a Data Property. In the life cycle of
this phase, the ontology schema restrictions were stored in an OWL file. The
structure of the schema can be explored using the WebVOWL interface.33

On the other hand, instances (i.e. assets) must be stored and manipu-
lated by all SAM platform components using a serialization format suitable
for representing media data in a lightweight manner. To this end, a previous
work carried out by the authors [33] analysed the implications of adopting
the serialisation formats, previously described in Section 3, for every com-
ponent of the SAM platform. The conclusion was that JSON-LD34 was the
most appropriate format to store and manipulate assets for several reasons:

33http://www.visualdataweb.de/webvowl/#iri=https://w3id.org/media/dma, last
access March 2019.

34https://www.w3.org/TR/json-ld/.
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Figure 9: Designing the schema

(i) JSON-LD is a JSON-based format to serialise Linked Data; (ii) the syntax
is designed to facilitate the integration into deployed systems that already
use JSON; and (iii) JSON-LD provides a smooth upgrade path from JSON to
JSON-LD, since traditional JSON can be transformed to its semantic coun-
terpart. For all the reasons mentioned above, JSON-LD was chosen as the
format to facilitate the development of the SAM platform.

4.5. Evaluation and Control
The means by which ontologies are evaluated entails an assessment of

the quality of the final representation, in terms of maintenance and reusabil-
ity. Quality is understood as the degree to which a set of functional and
physical characteristics matches the needs and expectations established in
the specification phase [34]. Unfortunately, there is a disagreement on the
way qualitative and quantitative validations are carried out [35] [36] [37]
[38] [39].

The current trend is to accept that the main purpose of an evaluation
is to check that the conceptualisation model matches the adequacy of its
content (validation) to determine their usefulness and potential for reusing.
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The aim of validating the ontology schema consists of ensuring that there
are no construction errors or defects. In addition, this schema is verified
matching its definitions, as close as possible, to the domain for which the
schema was created.

The following sections describe the set of qualitative and quantitative
features that have been used to validate the DMA ontology schema.

4.5.1. Qualitative Validation
As mentioned before, the DMA ontology schema describes the media

content using three main classes: Asset (containing 10 subclasses); Extension
(including 8 subclasses); and Nomenclature (comprising 14 subclasses). Each
subclass may have additional properties added to the properties inherited
from their parent classes.

The ontology schema proposed does not contain any loop issues in the
hierarchical structure modelled (i.e., it does not have any class defined as
a generalisation and specialisation of itself). The hierarchical relationships
between subclasses is transitive (if B is a subclass of A and C is a subclass
of B, then C is a subclass of A) and all the declared sibling classes in the
hierarchy are at the same level of granularity (see Figure 4, Figure 5 and
Figure 6). Also highlight that a functional property sets the cardinality for
a single value (1:1), which establishes a single and not multiple values for
these properties. For example, a Movie has a single title, not a list of titles,
and an Asset has a single Owner, not multiple owners.

Three different types of active relationships were considered to improve
the expressivity of the DMA ontology schema, all of them with their respec-
tive cardinality: hierarchical relationships between assets (rdf:subClassOf );
relationships between assets and classes used as nomenclatures (e.g. and
dc:language, schema:affiliation and others); and relationships for represent-
ing particular extensions of the assets necessary in a multimedia platform
like SAM (see Section 4.3). Furthermore, this ontology schema was tested
applying the standard W3C validator,35 obtaining a successful result.

4.5.2. Quantitative Validation
Some metrics proposed in [36] [37] [38] [39] were selected and divided

into two groups to determine the physical characteristics of the structure
and the type of content described in the ontology schema. The first group of

35https://www.w3.org/RDF/Validator, last access March 2019.
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metrics, shown in Table 4, refers to descriptive metrics, whereas the second
group, in Table 5, provides average metrics.

In Table 4, (1) refers to the sum of class axioms (SubClassOf counts)
and (2) refers to the sum of object properties (Transitive, Inverse, Functional,
SubPropertyOf, Symmetric, etc.).

Table 4: Protégé and manually calculated metrics

Metric Result
Protégé

Axiom 1066
Logical Axiom Count 558
Class Count 35
Object Property Count 49
Data Property Count 93
Annotation Terms Count 311
Equivalent Class 0
Sub-Object Property 86
Functional Object Property 18
Equivalent Object Property 0
Symmetric Object Property 1
Sub-Data Property 124
Functional Data Property 51
Equivalent Data Property 5

Manually calculated
Taxonomic Relationships N. (1) 32
Other non-Taxonomic rel. (2) 49
Root Classes N. 3
Intermediary Classes N. 4
Leaf Classes N. 28
Equivalent Relationships N. 4
Reused Classes 13
Reused Object Properties 24
Reused Data Properties 40

The results in this table show that the ontology schema presents a no-
table quantity of axioms which are distributed into different categories, i.e.,
classes, properties, restrictions, etc. Based on the counts presented in the
Result column, different formulas were evaluated with the aim of quantita-
tively validating the DMA ontology schema.
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The results of these formulas are presented in Table 5. In the formula
labelled as (3), s represents the number of direct subclasses of a concept i,
while c is the total number of concepts; in (4), r describes the total number of
taxonomic relationships of a concept i; in (5), r noT represents the number
of non-taxonomic relationships of a concept i; in (6), reused rel(i) describes
the number of reused terms (e.g. DCMI) of a concept i; in (7), reused prop(i)
represents the number of reused attributes of a concept i; in (8), path(i)
describes the deepest path from a concept i to leaf node; in (9), n att(i)
represents the number of data properties/attributes of a concept i and n rel(i)
the number of object properties of that concept; in (10), sc(i) describes the
number of subclasses of a concept i; finally, in (11) tax rel(i) represents the
number of taxonomic relationships of a concept i and sem rel(i) the number
of non-taxonomic (semantic) relationships.

Table 5: Formulas for metrics. Column Result shows the average and the interval with
minimum and maximum values

Metric Formula Result

Subclasses (Avg.subclasses.n)
∑c

i=1 s(i)
c , (3) 0.91 [0,13]

Taxonomic rel. by class (Avg.rel.n)
∑c

i=1 r(i)
c , (4) 0.91 [0,13]

Non-taxonomic rel. by class (Avg.nonTrel.n)
∑c

i=1 r not(i)
c , (5) 1.22 [0,35]

Semantic reused rel. by class (Avg.reuse rel)
∑c

i=1 reused rel(i)
c , (6) 0.74 [0,8]

Reused attributes by class (Avg.reuse prop)
∑c

i=1 reused prop(i)
c , (7) 1.48 [0,9]

Avg. depth of inheritance by class (Avg.depth)
∑c

i=1 max(path(i))
c , (8) 0.18 [0,2]

Property density (Prop.density)
∑c

i=1 n att(i)+n rel(i)
c , (9) 3.77 [0,45]

Inheritance density (Inh.density)
∑c

i=1 sc(i)
c , (10) 1.17 [0,14]

Relationship density (Rel.density)
∑c

i=1 tax rel(i)+sem rel(i)
c , (11) 2.14 [0,21]

The average metrics presented in Table 5 lead to several conclusions.
This ontology schema has an appropriate and balanced weight in both
vertical and horizontal axis of the inheritance tree. However, taking into
account the value 1.17 in the inheritance density parameter, this ontology
schema can be classified as domain specific, as suggested in [36], compared
to more generic ontologies such as SWETO [36] (with an inheritance density
of 4.00) or TAP [40] (with 5.36). Ontologies with low inheritance density
has a prevalence of the vertical axis, which may reflect a more specific type
of knowledge representation, whereas in ontologies with high inheritance
density the horizontal axis dominates, representing more general knowl-
edge [36]. The relative low density (0.91 average subclasses by concept)
illustrates the restrictions mentioned in Figure 7: functional properties with
cardinality 1x1; symmetric relationships; and annotations inside relation-
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ships. These limitations also explain the cohesion achieved (0.18 average
depth of inheritance), which is very close to an average level [35][36]. How-
ever, the main advantage of this ontology schema lies in the completeness of
relations and declared properties. In this respect, non-taxonomic relation-
ship density (1.22 on average by concept) shows its potential for addressing
semantic inferences (2.14 relationship density) [39], as well as for reusing it
for future ontology alignments (average of relationships reused by concept
0.74 and reused attributes 1.48) [34][37]. Finally, the knowledge density is
solid, as the ontology schema is extensive and detailed (3.77 property den-
sity). This makes population with either low or high density data easier, in
a manual or automatic way [34][37].

4.5.3. Validation of Competence Questions
A set of 28 competence questions was designed by the stakeholder ex-

perts mentioned in Table 1. The aim of these questions was to determine
whether an ontology repository, based on the DMA schema, could pro-
vide a correct response to these questions, validating the correctness of the
ontology in its context of use.

These competence questions had different degrees of difficulty, ranging
from simple questions (e.g.“Which films starring Mads Mikkelsen are in
English?”) to more complex questions (e.g. “Which films feature collab-
orations between director Martin Campbell and actor Daniel Craig?” or
“Which authors have written books based on James Bond series?”). These
competency questions were designed to take into account two types of
users that could benefit from this ontology schema and the corresponding
repositories: book trade manager; and sales director at an entertainment com-
pany. These two types of users belong to one of the companies mentioned
in Table 1: Bibliographic Data Services Limited (BDS).36 This company pro-
vides data on books and home entertainment releases, web development
and maintenance services, and web-based applications on media to retail-
ers, e-tailers, publishers, libraries, charities and government bodies. BDS
offers information to companies about books, audiobooks, music, films and
video games, aggregating and extending this data with images, sounds,
video clips, screenshots, descriptions, content pages and artist biographies.
The DMA ontology schema provides to BDS with a standardised schema
that represents their data and allows enrichment with social information,
semantic relationships among assets, asset syndication in second screen

36https://www.bdslive.com
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platforms and, finally, integration with third party datasets.
Considering the focus of the SAM project, the purpose of the compe-

tency questions was two-fold: (i) to translate these questions produced by
stakeholders in natural language into SPARQL to query the ontology; and
(ii) to assess whether ontology repositories based on the DMA schema could
provide a correct answer to those questions.

Table 6 shows two examples from the set of 28 competency questions,
including the user type, the SPARQL equivalent, and the output obtained
after querying the ontology repositories. In addition, the full document
containing the competency questions is provided.37

37https://github.com/knowledge-learning/Digital-Media-Asset.
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Table 6: Example of two competence questions for validating the ontology, the translation
to SPARQL and the results obtained

Query Which Martin Campbell films are based on books?
User type Director of Sales of an entertainment company

SPARQL

PREFIX rdf:<http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>

PREFIX owl:<http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>

PREFIX rdfs:<http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>

PREFIX xsd:<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>

PREFIX schema:<https://schema.org/>

PREFIX rdvocab:<http://rdvocab.info/ElementsGr2/>

PREFIX dbo:<http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>

PREFIX dbp:<http://dbpedia.org/property/>

PREFIX dc:<http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/>

PREFIX purl:<http://purl.org/ontology/po/>

PREFIX dmaInst:<https://w3id.org/media/dma/JamesBond CaseStudy#>

PREFIX dma:<https://w3id.org/media/dma#>

SELECT Distinct ?film

WHERE { ?person schema:title ?personTitle.
?film ?contributor ?person.

?film rdf:type schema:Movie.

?film dbo:basedOn ?book.

?book rdf:type schema:Book

FILTER regex(str(?personTitle), ’Martin Campbell’)}
Result dmaInst:Casino Royale

Query Which authors have written books in the James Bond series?
User type Book Trade Manager

SPARQL

PREFIX rdf:<http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>

PREFIX owl:<http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>

PREFIX rdfs:<http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>

PREFIX xsd:<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>

PREFIX schema:<https://schema.org/>

PREFIX rdvocab:<http://rdvocab.info/ElementsGr2/>

PREFIX dbo:<http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>

PREFIX dbp:<http://dbpedia.org/property/>

PREFIX dc:<http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/>

PREFIX purl:<http://purl.org/ontology/po/>

PREFIX dmaInst:<https://w3id.org/media/dma/JamesBond CaseStudy#>

PREFIX dma:<https://w3id.org/media/dma#>

SELECT Distinct ?author

WHERE { { ?book rdf:type schema:Book.
?book purl:series ?seriesTitle.

?book schema:author ?author.

?author rdf:type schema:Person.

?author rdvocab:professionOrOccupation dmaInst:WRITER.

FILTER regex(str(?seriesTitle), ’James Bond’)}
UNION {?book rdf:type schema:Book.
?book purl:series ?seriesTitle.

?book schema:contributor ?author.

?author rdf:type schema:Person.

?autoG owl:annotatedSource ?book.

?autoG owl:annotatedTarget ?author.

?autoG owl:annotatedProperty schema:contributor.

?autoG dbo:role dmaInst:WRITER.

FILTER regex(str(?seriesTitle), ’James Bond’)}}
Result dmaInst:Ian Fleming
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The validation of the competency questions was carried out in three
stages. In the first one, stakeholders formulated competency questions in
natural language and, since they were not SPARQL experts, these were
transformed into SPARQL language with the assistance of the ontology
experts. Stakeholders knew the DMA ontology schema beforehand, since
they contributed actively in its design. Hence, it was not necessary to
instruct them on the classes and properties within the ontology before
formulating their questions. The transformation from natural language into
SPARQL took about two minutes and a half, on average, per competency
question. The translated questions were initially verified on an internal
repository of the SAM Project. Such repository was populated with 46,228
assets, property of BDS. In the second stage, a second repository38, focused
on the James Bond series, was manually developed by processing a sample
of digital documents obtained from DBpedia. This repository can be freely
queried online by using any query tool (e.g. Protégé) and the competency
questions formulated in Table 6 or any other query freely generated by the
users.

Considering the DMA schema and the ontology repository, the verifi-
cation process of the competence questions obtained 100% accuracy (i.e.,
28 out of 28 correct answers). This means that the approach followed was
reliable enough for extracting personalised information depending on the
real users’ needs in a real entertainment environment.

Besides that, there was consistency in the DMA ontology instances re-
garding the needs of the different SAM components. The construction
process of the SAM framework guided the development of the DMA ontol-
ogy schema to ensure compliance with component interoperability require-
ments. This process gradually gave origin to different DMA properties: the
Extensions (see Figure 6).

For example, the Syndicator component makes use of the syndication
extensions to identify which visual widget can represent specific assets and
the visual theme to use. This kind of information is represented in the asset
as shown below.

Listing 2: Example of a syndication extension in JSON-LD format. JSON attributes are
highlighted in bold.

"dma:SyndicationExtension": [ {

"dma:theme": {

"@id": "dmaIns:THEME1",

38https://w3id.org/media/dma/JamesBond_CaseStudy, last access March 2019
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"@type": ["dma:Theme", "dma:Nomenclature"]

},

"dma:widget": {

"@id": "dmaIns:WIDGET1",

"@type": ["dma:Widget", "dma:Nomenclature"]

} } ]

This metadata refers to the use of a theme dmaIns:THEME1 and the
widget dmaIns:WIDGET1 when a specific asset is presented visually in the
SAM platform. Notice that the respective code of these elements resides
in any internal repository or code library of the platform. The ontology
schema represents the interoperability of the components’ metadata. This
reflects that 100% of the information required by this multimedia platform
could be represented.

5. Technical Setup

An API service was developed as part of the Semantic Services compo-
nent to provide a consistent backend service to manage different semantic
repositories based on the DMA ontology schema. The Semantic Services is
a standalone component providing CRUD operations that can be deployed
in different frameworks as long as the DMA ontology schema is accessible
and there is a semantic server storing instances (see Figure 10).

Figure 10: Interoperability of the CRUD services
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The aim of the CRUD operations is to provide semantic exploration
and management for both assets and nomenclatures. In addition, a service
was added for collecting assets related to another asset by using object
properties as a query. There are some aspects to bear in mind when using
these services:

1. Assets identifiers (@id) are automatically generated, avoiding identi-
fier conflicts and allowing unique URIs.

2. An eTAG hash39 ( etag ) is included in every semantic data transfer
object (a JSON-LD in this case) to avoid modifications in parallel of
the same asset. The eTag hash allows recognising third-party systems
requests when managing a specific asset.

3. Every service requires a security token as a parameter, which is used
to recognise third-party systems that are allowed to consume and
manage the services.

Each CRUD operation includes a RESTful interface and a documentation
demo page developed with Swagger40 (see Figure 11). These RESTful ser-
vices use JSON-LD objects as semantic inputs and outputs. The parameters
required are those that specify attributes to deal with semantic repositories
(context, repository name, repository URL, and security token), together
with the body parameter that deals with the asset JSON-LD instance. The
returned messages provide information about possible responses when the
services run. Appendix A shows a complete example of a DMA ontology
instance serialised using JSON-LD.

It is important to emphasise that CRUD operations use RDF4J services
to guarantee the persistence of assets and nomenclatures in a semantic
repository. RDF4J offers an easy-to-use API service that can be connected
to RDF4J database servers. The functionalities provided include creating,
parsing, storing, reasoning and querying with RDF and linked data. The
RDF4J dashboard can be used to exploit the DMA ontology databases,
allowing semantic inference to be freely applied.

The Read operation service also provides the flexibility of using Con-
struct SPARQL queries.41 The result of these queries is a single RDF graph
formed by taking each query solution in the solution sequence, substituting
the variables in the graph template and combining the triplets into a single

39https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HTTP_ETag.
40https://swagger.io/.
41https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/#construct.
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Figure 11: Read service example

RDF graph. To apply these operations, it is necessary to follow the DMA
ontology schema described in previous sections.

Other types of CRUD operations are required in the framework defined,
such as those regarding asset nomenclatures. An example of a nomenclature
instance in JSON-LD is shown below.

Listing 3: Example of a a nomenclature in JSON-LD format. JSON attributes are highlighted
in bold.

{ "@context": { "schema":"https://schema.org/",

"dmaIns":"https://w3id.org/media/dma/

JamesBond_CaseStudy#"

},

"@id":"dmaIns:SPAIN",

"@type":["schema:Country"] }

Regarding the maintainability and sustainability plans, the resources
generated through this work are part of the main semantic framework
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of ongoing and future research projects under the GPLSI42 (Information
Systems and Language Processing Group) of the University of Alicante.
Hence, the DMA’s sustainability and maintenance is guaranteed. Plans are
in place to ensure the support and extension of the resources described in
this work to enhance knowledge discovery and representation technologies.
To guarantee permanent access to the resources, the DMA repository is
located at GitHub43 and uses the services of permanent identifiers for the
Web provided by https://w3id.org.

6. Assets Enrichment and Linking: New Opportunities

Besides adding value to existing products, the technological evolution of
Artificial Intelligence (which involves knowledge representation), is mak-
ing it easier for people to get access to, and take advantage of, different kinds
of knowledge about everyday tasks [41]. Digital technologies have signifi-
cantly increased the opportunities for both the entertainment industry and
end users. For example, many consumers have already transformed their
day-to-day cultural experiences through social media. It is now easier than
ever to discover new content and cultural outlets. This may be as simple as
searching for a film, book, game or a song recommended online. While these
changes are still in their early stages, in many aspects the culture industries
have been at the forefront of what is today commonly known as “digital
transformation”. This transformation refers to various interdependent pro-
cesses across the digital media asset lifecycle: from importing and aligning
media content into a common repository and its semantic annotation, to
the creation of asset compositions and their social awareness syndication to
end users. All of this can be possible thanks to the consideration of all the
features presented in a rich ecosystem such as the one showed in Figure 1.

Content in this ecosystem includes the following features: (i) seman-
tically and socially enabled; (ii) dynamic; and (iii) an efficient schema for
the description and representation of media assets. To this end, the DMA
schema is extendable and compliant with popular and widely adopted
approaches available nowadays. Moreover, it simplifies the digital asset
importing process, since standard annotations were reused, allowing links
to entities such as Europeana and ontologies from Schema.org, DBpedia,
etc. Data from partners or external information resources with references

42https://gplsi.dlsi.ua.es
43https://github.com/knowledge-learning/Digital-Media-Asset.
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to entertainment entities could be connected to other initiatives and in-
stitutions by means of unique identifiers (i.e. URIs), adding and sharing
enriched content.

Within the Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) ecosystem,44, new tech-
nologies have exposed the difficulties caused by the current poor state of
content metadata collection, curation and standardisation. Through these
kinds of technologies, the requirement of Small and Medium Enterprise
(SME) content providers is met, which will be able to link to their metadata
on demand rather than using complex and expensive data feeds. This will,
in turn, maximise sales revenues by providing rich consumer experiences
that are intelligent and engaging.

Entertainment companies reveal, through European projects and other
collaboration opportunities, their focus on enhancing metadata to engage
the consumers by linking products from different categories and by adding
rich content to films, music, games and books, such as artist biographies,
trivia and quizzes. Through the DMA ontology, this enhancement will be
extended to be semantically linked across the M&E ecosystem. For example,
assets for a topic such as James Bond could be characterised and semantically
linked to create a data cluster as shown in Figure 12.

6.1. Use Case
Digital media asset enrichment and linking should guarantee the fol-

lowing features:

• Dynamically discoverable rich assets: achieved by navigating through
sematic links (see all semantic relationships of Figure 7 and examples
in Figure 13).

• Introduction of social data ratings and reviews, and links to events
and/or trends, including social data as shown by the object property
dma:socialMediaExtension in Figure 7.

• Links to other relevant data sources, for example Wikipedia and
Getty Images (see in Figure 7 the properties dma:relatedDbpedia and
schema:image respectively).

• Provision of high value contextual data through semantic enrichment.

44http://web.undp.org/evaluation/documents/handbook/me-handbook.pdf last ac-
cess March 2019
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Figure 12: Digital content linking: James Bond case study

In the SAM platform, an approach was created to entity linking on two
different knowledge Bases. First, the system identifies and links mentions
in text to related Wikipedia pages. Secondly, it also identifies references to
instances contained in its own media assets knowledge base (e.g. books,
songs, films, actors, etc.). These links are created automatically by the
Data Characterisation component, which belongs to the Semantic Services
(see Figure 1). The approach, which is further described in [42] and [43],
selects possible candidates for each entity mention in text, disambiguating
them to both knowledge bases.

Entity linking provides valuable benefits for end users, since they can
discover new information about an asset, creating richer experiences around
the original content. For instance, a user watching the film Casino Royale
in the SAM platform could receive information from different knowledge
bases thanks to the semantic linking: information related to actors Daniel
Craig and Mads Mikkelsen could be extracted from Wikipedia; and asset
instances of a DMA ontology repository could be linked and provided,
such as books created by Ian Fleming. In addition, social media related
sources could be offered, such as the official Facebook page of the Casino
Royale film and its actors. The previously mentioned James Bond case study
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was developed based on public information provided by DBpedia. This
case study can be downloaded and queried by using SPARQL. One of the
goals of building this example repository is to demonstrate the potential of
the DMA semantic representation for digital data enrichment.

Figure 13 illustrates how different DMA ontology instances can be re-
lated, based on semantic relationships (generic and specifics). The generic
relationships, relatedAsset and relatedDBpedia, establish links between assets,
but do not include a specific role of the asset in the relation. However, more
enriched assets could be created supported by more descriptive (specific)
semantic relationships. This figure shows how the relatedAsset relationship
can be refined using other relationships. Due to space limitations, this figure
only defines contributor (which includes the role annotation), owner, sameAs
and track, but the whole set of semantic relationships can be explored in the
James Bond case study example repository. This figure shows how every
asset is conceptualised (e.g. BDS is an Organisation and Casino Royale novel
is a Book) and semantically linked to others. Based on this, entertainment
companies could identify how to enrich media content and incorporate
standard data transfer objects such as JSON-LD or RDF/XML.

Figure 13: Real scenario simulation

7. Conclusions and Future Work

This research described the DMA ontology schema, designed and devel-
oped based on a real scenario. This schema provides features that facilitate
the users’ engagement with TV programs, films, music and video games,
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making the information discovery experience more interesting, convenient
and personalised.

The construction of this schema has been documented and evaluated
following a formal methodology supported by quantitative and qualitative
metrics. The results of this work (the ontology schema and an example
repository) are freely accessible online. A set of properly tested and docu-
mented RESTful services was also developed to manage repositories based
on the DMA ontology schema.

The DMA schema and its services have been extended to other research
domains beyond the SAM platform. Two other projects have actively sup-
ported the further development of this research. These projects are REDES45

(TIN2015-65136-C2-2-R) and GRE16-01.46 REDES is a Spanish Government
funded project focused on identifying and characterising digital assets by
monitoring web content using natural language processing technologies.
GRE16-01 is a project funded by the University of Alicante, addressing a
framework for text mining to automatically generate semantic knowledge
repositories. Both projects are aligned to the DMA ontology schema and
use the technologies presented in this paper.

In the future, the plan is to extend the DMA ontology schema to other
scenarios to improve the representativeness of diverse digital products that
could be semantically related to the current DMA schema classes. In addi-
tion, there is a plan to process a massive amounts of digital assets retrieved
from available database sources, such as DBpedia and Europeana, enrich-
ing the instances with the new attributes incorporated in the DMA ontology
schema.
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